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Abstract

The Open Access Client MIBLMS was created to calculate Main Injector, Recycler and Main Injector 8 GeV line beam loss conve-
nience readings not already provided by the Beam LossMonitoring systems. The Accelerator Controls Network device readings generated
by MIBLMS assists the Accelerator Divison Main Injector department in tracking beam losses over time. Alarms attached to some of
these devices helps the Accelerater Division Operations department in monitoring beam loss as a whole and at specific locations.

1 Open Access Clients
Open Access Clients (OACs) are software front ends that run

on the Accelerator Controls Network (ACNET) Java Data Aqui-
sition Engines (DAEs). OACs are capable of populating ACNET
device information including but not limited to readings, settings,
statuses and alarms [1].

2 Beam Loss Monitors
The Main Injector and Recycler accelerators share one beam

loss monitoring system. Losses measured by the beam loss moni-
tors (BLMs) are attributed to either machine by the time at which
the loss occurs. There are 251 BLMs spread around the Main In-
jector tunnel. The Main Injector 8 GeV line has its own BLM
system. We monitor 32 BLMs in the 8 GeV line.

3 MIBLMS
The MIBLMS Open Access Client was created to help the Ac-

celerator Divison Main Injector department track beam loss in the
Main Injector, Recycler and 8 GeV line. The OAC generates read-
ings, settings, and statuses for many different types of ACNET
devices.

3.1 Loss Sum Devices
Loss sum devices periodically sum all the BLMs itegrated loss

readings in a machine. Main Injector and Recycler had ring wide
loss sums prior to the creation of MIBLMS. The readings for these
devices were previously generated by comfort displays running on
Main Control Room (MCR) consoles. MIBLMS has taken over
the generation of these readings. The old readings updated on the
end of beam event and were always one event behind. The new
readings update at 15Hz and are no longer behind an event. Also,
MIBLMS now calculates a loss sum device reading for the 8 GeV
line. Refer to table 1 for details.

Figure 1: R:LMSUM Fast Time Plot (FTP) example

3.1.1 Ring Integrated Loss Sums
• [I,R]:LMSUM

– Sums all the positive I:LI% or R:LI% device readings
at a time

– Capable of being plotted at 15 Hz
– Alarmable but usually not monitored

• [I,R]:LMSUMN
– Sums all I:LI% or R:LI% device readings at a time
– Inlcudes negative readings
– Capable of being plotted at 15 Hz

• I:LM8SUM
– Sums all positive 8 GeV beam loss device readings
(rates) at a time

– Capable of being plotted at 15 Hz
– Alarmable but usually not monitored

3.1.2 Collimators Integrated Loss Sums
• [I,R]:LMCOLL

– Sums all the positive I:LI% or R:LI% device readings
at a time for that machines collimation region

– Capable of being plotted at 15 Hz
– Alarmable but usually not monitored

• [I,R]:LMRING
– Sums all the positive I:LI% or R:LI% device readings
at a time for every location in that machines collima-
tion region

– Capable of being plotted at 15 Hz

3.2 Loss Array Devices
Loss array devices sample each BLM’s integrated loss read-

ing and reflect that reading into the array at an index defined by
the type of loss array device. The setting property for each index
reflects the device index for the BLM sampled. Loss array de-
vices are used to easily datalog the an events entire integrated loss
readings with out having to specify each BLM on each event for
datalogger requests. Refer to table 2 for details.

Figure 2: R:LMARY datalog example

3.2.1 Ring Integrated Loss Arrays
• [I,R]:LMARY[0:250]

– Each index corresponds to the end of beam event inte-
grated loss for a location, indices are ordered by their
location in the tunnel
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– The setting property for each index is the device index
(primary units) or device name (common units) of the
loss monitor used for that reading

– Used for datalogging losses on the same event pulse
• [I,R]:LMARYS[0:250]

– Each index corresponds to the end of beam event inte-
grated loss for a location, indices are ordered by largest
loss to smallest loss

– The setting property for each index is the device index
(primary units) or device name (common units) of the
loss monitor used for that reading

• I:LM8ARY[0:31]
– Each index corresponds to the beam loss reading for
a location, indices are ordered by their location in the
tunnel

– The setting property for each index is the device index
(primary units) or device name (common units) of the
loss monitor used for that reading

Figure 3: I:LMARYS parameter page example

3.3 Loss Average Devices
Loss average devices sample a BLM’s integrated loss reading

and average that reading over a specified time. The devices ig-
nore BLM readings that occur during a machine abort. Only BLM
readings that occur when the machine state and BLM state match
configuration devices’ settings are inluded in the average. A min-
imum amount of samples within the specified time are needed to
generate a loss average device reading else zero is returned. Loss
average devices are primarily used for alarms that the Accelerator
Operators monitor. Refer to table 3 for details.

3.3.1 Location Integrated Loss Averages
• [I,R]:LX[Location]

– Each location has a one minute average integrated loss
sampled on the end of beam

– All locations are datalogged using an array parameter
named I:LXARY[0:250]

– Only desired machine states are sampled, study cycles
and/or uncommon events are ignored
* The array devices [I,R]:LXMSTS[0:63] deter-
mine which machine states are included. The in-
dex is themachine state, 0 for ignore, 1 for include

– Only desired blm node states (MI machine state) are
sampled, study cycles and/or uncommon events are ig-
nored
* The array devices [I,R]:LXBSTS[0:63] deter-
mine which blm node states are included. The
index is the blm node state, 0 for ignore, 1 for
include

– Machine aborts are not sampled into the average as to
not skew the average

– Each location has its own alarm and alarm limits
– The setting property value shows the reading for the
average at the time the alarm was nominalized

– All alarms are consolidated into either the I:LXLOSS
or R:LXLOSS alarm consolidator as to not crowd the
alarm screen when multiple locations are in alarm
* Individual alarms are mapped to an alarm
list named MI_CONSOLIDATED. The
MI_CONSOLIDATED alarm list is not moni-
tored by the MCR. This keeps the alarm from
appearing in both the consolidator and individu-
ally on the alarm screen

– Family devices exist for each machine, [I,R]:LXS

Figure 4: I:LXLOSS alarm consolidator example

3.3.2 Integrated Loss Average Sums
• [I,R]:LXSUM

– The sum of all the postive [I,R]:LX% readings
– Alarmable, used as one of the primary metrics for loss
monitoring

• [I,R]:LXCOLL
– One minute average reading of positive [I,R]:LX%
collimator readings

• [I,R]:LXRING
– One minute average reading of positive [I,R]:LX%
non-collimator readings

• [I,R]:LXCOLB
– One minute average reading of positive [I,R]:LX%
readings bewtween collimators in that machines colli-
mators region. This is a metric of well contained col-
limator losses are
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3.4 Alarm Integrity Monitoring
Many of the device readings generated by the MIBLMS OAC

have associated alarms. Some of those alarms are set up so that the
Operators will be notified if machine losses exceed levels theMain
Injector department has determined to be too high. Tomaintain the
integrity of these alarms, MIBLMS monitors alarm blocks for se-
lect devices. If a change occurs (i.e. bypassed, limit is changed,
etc) to alarms monitored then a timer begins to restore the alarm
block to its original value. If the alarm block is restored before
the timer is up, the timer is canceled and no change is made to the
alarm block.
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Table 1: Loss sum device descriptions

Device Sample Event Reset Event Update Event Units Alarm BLM Devices
I:LMSUM E,0C,E,0 E,20,E,0

E,21,E,0
E,23,E,0
E,29,E,0
E,2A,E,0
E,2B,E,0
E,2E,E,0

E,0C,E,10 Rad True I:LI[100:641] (All)

I:LMSUMN E,0C,E,0 E,20,E,0
E,21,E,0
E,23,E,0
E,29,E,0
E,2A,E,0
E,2B,E,0
E,2E,E,0

E,0C,E,10 Rad False I:LI[100:641] (All)

I:LMCOLL E,0C,E,0 E,20,E,0
E,21,E,0
E,23,E,0
E,29,E,0
E,2A,E,0
E,2B,E,0
E,2E,E,0

E,0C,E,10 Rad False I:LI[230:309]

I:LMRING E,0C,E,0 E,20,E,0
E,21,E,0
E,23,E,0
E,29,E,0
E,2A,E,0
E,2B,E,0
E,2E,E,0

E,0C,E,10 Rad False I:LI[100:229 + 310:641]

R:LMSUM E,0C,E,0 E,E0,E,0
E,E1,E,0
E,E3,E,0
E,E9,E,0

E,0C,E,10 Rad True R:LI[100:641] (All)

R:LMSUMN E,0C,E,0 E,E0,E,0
E,E1,E,0
E,E3,E,0
E,E9,E,0

E,0C,E,10 Rad False R:LI[100:641] (All)

R:LMCOLL E,0C,E,0 E,E0,E,0
E,E1,E,0
E,E3,E,0
E,E9,E,0

E,0C,E,10 Rad False R:LI[613:619F]

R:LMRING E,0C,E,0 E,E0,E,0
E,E1,E,0
E,E3,E,0
E,E9,E,0

E,0C,E,10 Rad False R:LI[100:612 + 620A:641]

I:LM8SUM E,BD,E,0 E,BD,E,10 E,12,E,0 R/S True [B,I]:LM[VBCU:MLAMU] (All)

Table 2: Loss array device descriptions

Device Sample Event Update Event Units Alarm BLM Devices
I:LMARY[0:250] E,26,E,0 E,26,E,66 mRad False I:LI[100:641] (All)
I:LMARYS[0:250] E,26,E,0 E,26,E,66 mRad False I:LI[100:641] (All)
R:LMARY[0:250] E,E6,E,0 E,E6,E,66 mRad False R:LI[100:641] (All)
R:LMARYS[0:250] E,E6,E,0 E,E6,E,66 mRad False R:LI[100:641] (All)
I:LM8ARY[0:31] E,BD,E,0 E,BD,E,10 R/S False [B,I]:LM[VBCU:MLAMU] (All)
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Table 3: Loss average device descriptions

Device Sample Event Update Event Min Samples Average Time Units Alarm BLM Devices
I:LX[Location] E,26,E,0 P,1000,TRUE 3 60000 mS Rad True I:LI[Location]
I:LXSUM E,26,E,0 P,1000,TRUE 3 60000 mS Rad True I:LX[100:641] (All)
I:LXCOLL E,26,E,0 P,1000,TRUE 3 60000 mS Rad True I:LX[230:309]
I:LXRING E,26,E,0 P,1000,TRUE 3 60000 mS Rad False I:LX[100:229 +

310:641]
I:LXCOLB E,26,E,0 P,1000,TRUE 3 60000 mS Rad True I:LX[230:309]

R:LX[Location] E,E6,E,0 P,1000,TRUE 3 60000 mS Rad True R:LI[Location]
R:LXSUM E,E6,E,0 P,1000,TRUE 3 60000 mS Rad True R:LX[100:641] (All)
R:LXCOLL E,E6,E,0 P,1000,TRUE 3 60000 mS Rad True R:LX[613:619F]
R:LXRING E,E6,E,0 P,1000,TRUE 3 60000 mS Rad False R:LX[100:612 +

620A:641]
R:LXCOLB E,E6,E,0 P,1000,TRUE 3 60000 mS Rad True R:LX[613:619F]
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